
Benefit from exclusive offers at 
TRIANGLE premium resellers

www.trianglehifi.com/en/club-magellan/


The concept

In 2020, French manufacturer TRIANGLE launches its ‘Club Magellan’ for owners and prospective 
customers of their renowned flagship line of speakers. Using a network of carefully selected, 
premium partner retailers, Club Magellan is a community of likeminded music lovers with a shared 
passion for an exceptional and involving musical experience. We warmly invite you to join this 
group and benefit from the range of offers and experiences that will be available.

Via the Triangle website, members can book a private listening session at one of its partner stores 
and, in addition, benefit from exclusive offers on the Magellan premium range of Triangle models. 
This is a great opportunity for any music lovers seeking the sophisticated yet open and exciting 
sound of the Magellan series.

Club Magellan offers focus on three speaker models from TRIANGLE’s flagship series: The 
standmount Magellan Duetto speaker and two floorstander models: Magellan Cello & Quatuor. 
Each of these speakers is available in three finishes: Piano Black, Lacquered White and Varnished 
Mahogany.

More information on CLUB MAGELLAN Offers is available on the Triangle Hifi website:  
https://www.trianglehifi.com/en/club-magellan



Magellan Duetto – 
Standmount Speaker
3 200€/Pair (Incl Taxes) instead of  5 700€ 
The Magellan Duetto is an engaging stand mount 

speaker, with a sound performance surprisingly close to 

that of a floor standing speaker. Equipped with Triangle’s 

famous horn Loaded tweeter and a 6.5 Inch mid-woofer, 

it will fit perfectly in a room of 12 to 30m2. The Magellan 

Duetto will reveal every minute detail and subtlety 

from your music, combined with an engaging musical 

performance.

3 - Magellan Quatuor – 
Floor Stand Speaker
9 000€/Pair (Incl Taxes) instead of 17 000€ 
This sleek and elegant 3-way floor stand speaker opens 

the gate to both exciting and subtle listening. Its spec-

tacular soundstage clearly places each musician in the 

room. It features three 6.5 Inch woofers for fast and 

powerful bass, plus a rear mounted tweeter for added 

high frequency dispersion, creating a ‘airy’ and spacious 

sound. Equally impressive with any music type, you can 

easily switch from contemporary electronic music to a 

string quartet and always feel the same high level of 

musical involvement.  

2 - Magellan Cello – 
Floor Stand Speaker
7 000€/Pair (Incl Taxes) instead of  11 500€ 
The 3-way, 1.1m high Cello is a genuine musical 

communicator. Fitting perfectly into a medium size rom 

of 20 to 50m2, the Magellan Cello is equipped with four 

drivers: one horn loaded tweeter, a dedicated paper 

mid-range and two 6.5 inch woofers. It can deliver a pure 

and detailed musical experience at both high and low 

volumes.

Offer details



Website : www.trianglehifi.com
Facebook : www.facebook.com/triangle.hifi

Instagram : www.instagram.com/trianglehifi

Attached to this press release is a marketing pack with packshot and lifestyle pictures in 
high resolution. More materials are available in our marketing database :

Access Marketing database : www.triangle-marketing.com
Login : triangle001

Password : magellan001 

We remain at your disposal for any additional information.

FURTHER  INFORMAT IONS

CONTACT

Hugo Decelle - TRIANGLE Director 
Hugo.decelle@trianglehifi.com 

06 61 98 14 26

Elodie Deveau - European Sales 
Eldodie.deveau@trianglehifi.com 

06 61 98 14 26
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